
Chapter 3725

Harvey looked curiously at the disciples infuriated for their junior, not giving a straight answer.

It was a good thing for them to stand up for Philip. At least they were full of spirit…

However, it was enough to show how stupid they were for being so easily used.

Regan’s expression worsened after seeing Harvey’s mocking look.

“If you don’t want to die here, then you better explain everything properly!” she exclaimed after taking another step forward.

“If not, you won’t get a chance to get out of here alive!”

“Let me tell you something! Only the Longmen Warband would be this reasonable right now!”

“The Dark Hall and the Five Outer Halls will just take you out without a single word!”

“We’re giving you a chance to explain yourself! Do you understand me?”
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“That said, it doesn’t mean that you’re allowed to show off!”

“Stop pretending to be deaf and mute already! Fess up!”

“Kneel and explain yourself!”

“If you still won’t do it, then don’t blame us for what happens next!”

Regan was completely infuriated; normally speaking, anyone else would respect her because of her identity.

She also believed that she was being nice enough to warn Harvey over and over again.

Yet, he had been quietly sipping his tea the entire time.

‘Is the Longmen Warband not that well-known? Or is this conspiring b*stard just a little too cocky?’

Harvey calmly put down his cup.
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“For Philip’s sake, young lady, I won’t blame you.”

“Pay for the table and leave.”

“You…!”

Regan let out an angry laugh upon seeing Harvey’s calm appearance.

Not only did Harvey not explain the situation, but he even told Regan to compensate for the table.

Regan slammed her hands furiously on the table and pulled her sword out. She grabbed the handle tightly, planning to cut off
Harvey’s arm before anything else.

“You can’t, Senior Green! You can’t just cut off someone’s arm without figuring out the situation!”

A female disciple quickly stopped Regan.

“Right! You should at least wait till you know everything before you do something like this.”

“This man’s a huge suspect, but we can’t be reckless! We belong to Longmen; we should give him a chance to explain
himself!”

“Spill the beans already! Do you have a death wish?!” the other disciples exclaimed in unison.

“Senior Green’s extremely angry right now! We won’t be able to stop her if this continues!”

“Kneel and start talking already! Senior Green will start piling up dead bodies if you don’t!”

The disciples were being extremely respectable even as they yelled at Harvey, but they were still demanding him to kneel and
explain the situation.



That way, Regan would be able to calm down.

A few disciples walked out and slammed the door shut.

They didn’t want anyone looking or taking pictures in case a fight were to break out.

“Who are you? Leave!” another disciple screamed at Layne, who had appeared from the back.

“If you’re not involved in the situation, then stay out of the way!”
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